Podcast Episode 100 – How Two People
Became Friends and Podcasters and the Look
Back on 100 Episodes with Eric Wright and
Rob Hirschfeld
Happy 100th podcast!! Rob Hirschfeld is the founder and CEO of RackN. Rob has been along for
many podcasts with Eric and is also a premiere podcaster himself at the L8ist Sh9y Podcast. This
show introduces the freshly minted Edge Lab which is finally a way to do bare-metal provisioning for
an edge scenario with the magic (and science) of Digital Rebar, K3s, and most importantly, this is a
reference build to help you experiment with PxE booting and much more.
Check out the Edge Lab at https://edgelab.digital
Check out Digital Rebar at https://rebar.digital
If you want to participate in the Edge Lab but cannot afford to purchase the gear, please reach out
on Twitter as we are working on grant programs and discount opportunities to help those folks who
are underrepresented in technology and who can benefit from access to these resources.
Listen to the episode here:
https://discopossepodcast.com/episode-100-how-two-people-became-friends-and-podcasters-and-the-l
ook-back-on-100-episodes-with-eric-wright-and-rob-hirschfeld/
Listen and Subscribe on iTunes here:
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Ask the Expert: The Hyperconnected Data
Center – My Interview with Yvonne Deir of
CoreSite
I am super happy to bring another great BrightTALK interview that I was a part of recently at AWS
re:Invent 2019 with CoreSite’s Yvonne Dier, Strategic Director of Sales. We had a chance to discuss
where the hyperconnected data center is headed in 2020 which covers the core challenges (get
it…core challenges…zing!) faced by organizations and technology teams as more cloud adoption
occurs but latency risks impact the ability to get the best value and performance on cloud
infrastructure in hybrid deployments.
CoreSite is tackling how next-generation data centers will power digital transformation, the impact
of 5G and the IoT, and we even touch on the classic on-premises vs cloud data center debate.
You can watch the interview here at the BrightTALK site which is free if you aren’t already a
member (hint: you should join up because there’s a ton of great content!)

